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The theorem of DelaunayNagell states that: If d is a cube-free integer >1, then
the equation x3+dy3=1 has at most one solution in non-zero integers x, y, and if
such a solution exists then x+ y 3- d is either the fundamental unit of the field
Q( 3- d ) or its square, the latter occurring for only finitely many values of d.
Investigation of these exceptional d values has led to the equation of the title
[5, 3.9], which has only finitely many solutions. We prove that the title equation
has no integer solution other than |u|=|v|=1, which give the known values d=19,
20, 28, therefore there are no other d values.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
T. Mordell [3, 24.4], LeVeque [5, 3.9], and Karpilovsky [4, 2.9],
[6, 2.5] discussed the DelaunayNagell theorem. Since the diophantine
equation has only finitely many solutions, and d values are obtained from
them, therefore there are only finitely many exceptional d values. Our
approach is to use general Ideal Theory and the Unit Theorem on certain
algebraic number rings. The solutions of the diophantine equation are
shown to correspond to some units in a cubic field. By proving that such
units do not exist, we completely solve the title equation.
We set v2=w in the title equation, then multiply by 3 to get
9u2&6=3w3. (1)
We will work in the number ring Z[- 6], which has the following proper-
ties.
(i) Is a Dedekind domain
(ii) The set [1, - 6] forms an integral basis
(iii) Is a PID, hence UFD
(iv) The group U of units is isomorphic to [\(5+2 - 6)k | k # Z].
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Factoring and dividing (1) in Z[- 6] we obtain
(3u+- 6)(3u&- 6)=(3+- 6)(3&- 6) w3
\3u+- 63+- 6 +\
3u&- 6
3&- 6 +=w3 (2)
(3u&2+(1&u) - 6)(3u&2&(1&u) - 6)=w3.
We show that the factors (3u&2+(1&u) - 6) and (3u&2&(1&u) - 6)
of w3 in (2) are relatively prime by proving that the ideals
(3u&2+(1&u) - 6) and (3u&2&(1&u) - 6) which they generate are
relatively prime in Z[- 6]. This forces the factors to be products of cubes
and units.
Lemma 1. The ideals (3u&2+(1&u) - 6) and (3u&2&(1&u) - 6)
generated by (3u&2+(1&u) - 6) and (3u&2&(1, u) - 6), respectively, in
Z[- 6] are relatively prime and cubes of principal ideals.
Proof. Assume that the ideals are not relatively prime and let P be a
prime ideal dividing them. Therefore P divides (Tr(3u&2+(1&u) - 6)) =
(2(3u&2)) and (N(3u&2+(1&u) - 6)) =( (3u2&2))=(w3)=(w) 3,
where Tr and N denote trace and norm respectively. It follows that P
divides (2(3u&2)(3u+2))=(18u2&8) , (6(3u2&2)) =(18u2&12) and
( (18u2&8)&(18u2&12)) =(4) =(2)2. Since 2=(2+- 6)(&2+- 6)
=(2+- 6)(5&2 - 6) in Z[- 6] where (5&2 - 6)=(5+2 - 6)&1 is
a unit and (2+- 6) is a prime ideal, P|(2) 2 O P |(2+- 6) | 4. But
P | (3u&2+(1&u) - 6) , therefore (2+- 6) | (3u&2+(1&u) - 6) ,
which means that (3u&2+(1&u) - 6)(2+- 6)=6u&5+(2&(52) u)
- 6 # Z[- 6]. This can only happen if u#0 mod 2, which can not happen
by the title equation, so the ideals are relatively prime. Also since Z[- 6] is
a PID, the ideals are cubes of principal ideals by (2). This completes the
proof.
From the lemma we let 3u&2+(1&u) - 6=(5+2 - 6)n (a+b- 6)3
where n=&1, 0, 1 because (5+2 - 6)3k can be absorbed in (a+b- 6)3.
Solving for a and b should lead us to the values of u and v.
Case 1, n=1. We have
3u&2+(1&u) - 6=(5+2 - 6)(a+b - 6)3
=5a3+90ab2+36a2b+72b3
+(2a3+36ab2+15a2b+30b3) - 6
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3u&2+3(1&u)=5a3+90ab2+36a2b+72b3
+3(2a3+36ab2+15a2b+30b3)
1=11a3+198ab2+81a2b+162b3
1#2a3 mod 9.
This cannot happen as 2a3#0, \2 mod 9.
Case 2, n=0. We have
3u&2+(1&u) - 6=(a+b - 6)3
=a3+18ab2+(3a2b+6b3) - 6
(3)
3u&2+3(1&u)=a3+18ab2+9a2b+18b3
1=a3+18ab2+9a2b+18b3
Case 3, n=&1. We have
3u&2+(1&u) - 6=(5&2 - 6)(a+b - 6)3
=5a3+90ab2&36a2b&72b3
+(&2a3&36ab2+15a2b+30b3) - 6
3u&2+3(1&u)=&a3&18ab2+9a2b+18b3
1=&a3&18ab2+9a2b+18b3.
Replacing a by &a in case 3, we obtain (3). The substitutions a=%&3
and b=1 transform a3+18ab2+9a2b+18b3 to an irreducible cubic
f (%)=%3&9%+18 over Q. In the cubic field Q(%)=Q(1, %, %2), it can
easily be shown that N(a+3b&b%)=a3+18ab2+9a2b+18b3. It follows
that a and b are solutions of (3) if and only if N(a+3b&b%)=1. Therefore
solving (3) in rational integers reduces to finding units of the form X+Y%
in Z[%] where %3=9%&18. The discriminant of Z[%]=&2336, so the field
is a complex cubic. By Dirichlet’s unit theorem r+s&1=1+2&1=1,
hence the group U of units in Q(%) has the structure U$[\=k], k # Z. The
problem is now to find a positive fundamental unit ==x+ y%+z%2 # Z[%],
so that eventually its powers give the units of the form X+Y%.
Let ‘=x+ y%+z%2 # Z[%] be a positive unit acting on the basis
[1, %, %2] of Q(%) over Q to give the matrix of transformation
x &18z &18y
M‘=\y x+9z 9y&18z+ .z y x+9z
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Therefore N(!)=det(M‘)=1 gives
N(‘)=x3+18zx2+(81z2&9y2+54yz) x+18(&y3+18z3+9z2y)=1(4)
Observe that x=25, y=3, z=&1 is a solution of (4), so ‘=25+
3%&%2 is a positive unit in Z[%]. From the equation %3&9%+18=0 we
see that the real root is %=&3.7200, ‘=0.0012, Tr(%)=%+2R(%$)=0,
N(%)=% |%$| 2=&18. Therefore, R(%$)=&%2, |%$|=- &18% and %$=
(&%2)+(i2) - &3(12&%2)=1.8600+1.1743i. For arbitrary :, ; # Z[%],
and m # Z+, we say that :#; mod m if there is | # Z[%] so that
:&;=m|.
Lemma 2. Let ==x+ y%+z%2 be a fundamental unit in Z[%], then
25+3%&%2{=2n or =3n \n # Z.
Proof.
=3#x3+ y3%3+z3=6 mod 3
#x3+ y3(9%&18)+z3(9%&18)2 mod 3
(5)
#x3#1 mod 3, (x#1 mod 6 by (4))
O =3n#1 mod 3 \n # Z
=2#x2+ y2%2+z2%4+2(xy%+xz%2+ yz%3)
#x2+( y2+z2) %2 mod 2, (%3#%, %4#%2 mod 2) (6)
O =2n#1 mod 2 (x#1, y#z mod 3 by (4))
(5) and (6) complete the proof.
Lemma 3. ‘=25+3%&%2 is the fundamental unit.
Proof. If u>1 is a fundamental unit, then 1<‘$‘"=‘&1=uk with k=1
or k5 by Lemma 2. Applying [2, 3.2 Corollary 2] with v=‘$‘" and k5
we obtain 4(‘$‘")35+24r250<|dK |=2336. Therefore ‘$‘" is a fundamen-
tal unit >1 and ‘=(‘$‘")&1 is the positive fundamental unit <1.
The objective is to find the units of the form X+Y%, |Y|1 such that
‘n=X+Y%. Since (‘$)n=X+Y%$, |(‘$)n||I(‘$)n|=1.1743|Y|>1. But
N(‘n)=(‘‘$‘")n=‘n|‘$| 2n, therefore ‘n<1, n # Z+.
Lemma 4. Let +=x+ y%+z%2, y#z#1 mod 2 be a unit in Z[%] and
+2k=xk+ yk %+zk%2, k # Z+. Then
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yk#2k mod 2k+1, k1
zk#2k mod 2k+1, k{1
#0 mod 4, k=1.
Proof. Case k=1.
+21=(x2&36yz)+2(9yz+xy&9z2) %+( y2+9z2+2xz) %2
=x1+ y1%+z1%2.
Since x1 #1 mod 2 by (4), it follows that y1 #21 mod 4, and z1 #0 mod 4.
Case k2. We induct on powers k of 2 in +2k. For k=2 we have
+22=(x1+ y1%+z1%2)2=x2+ y2%+z2%2. Applying the results of case
k=1 we see that y2=2(9y1z1+x1 y1&9z21)#2(2x1) mod 4#4 mod 8#
22 mod 22+1 and z2=( y21+9z
2
1+2x1 z1)# y
2
1 mod 8#(\2)
2 mod 8#22
mod 22+1. Now suppose that the Lemma is true for k=n2, then
for k=n+1 we obtain +2k=+2n+1=(+2n)2=(xn+ yn %+zn %2)2=xn+1+
yn+1%+zn+1%2 where yn+1=2(9yn zn+xn yn&9z2n), zn+1=( y
2
n+9z
2
n+
2xnzn). Therefore yn+1#2(2nxn) mod 2n+1#2n+1 mod 2n+2#2k mod
2k+1 and zn+1#2(2nxn) mod 2n+1#2n+1 mod 2n+2#2k mod 2k+1. This
proves the lemma.
In order to find positive integers m for which ‘m=X+Y%, we investigate
the smallest m for which the coefficient of %2 is zero in the expansion of ‘m
in the rings Zn(n=9, 10, 11). Using Lemma 4, we show that such m does
not exist, therefore ‘m{X+Y%.
Using a simple iterative program, it can be shown that the powers of ‘
in Zn satisfy
(25+3%&%2)9#mod 9
(25+3%&%2)8#mod 10
(25+3%&%2)8#mod 11.
Since m#0 mod 23_32_19 and ‘m=X+Y%, Y{0, therefore m=
2n(2rp+1) where n3, r1, p odd, and (2rp+1)#0 mod (32_19).
By Lemma 4, ‘m=(‘ p)2n+r_‘2n#(X1+2n+r%+2n+r%2)(X2+2n%+2n%2)
mod 2n+1#X1(X2+2n%+2n%2) mod 2n+1, X1 , X2 #1 mod 2 by (4). But
2n{0 mod 2n+1, so the coefficient of %2 in ‘m is not zero, which contradicts
the choice of m. Therefore we can not have a, b # Z, a{1 and b{0 so that
N(a+3b&b%)=a3+18ab2+9a2b+18b3=1. It follows that the solutions
of 3u2&2=v6 are the trivial ones |u|=|v|=1, which by [5, 3.9] give the
values d=19, 20, 28. The DelaunayNagell theorem should now read:
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Theorem. If d is a cube-free integer >1, then the equation x3+dy3=1
has at most one solution in integers x, y different from zero. If x1 , y1 is a
solution, the number x1+ y1 3- d is either the fundamental unit of
K=Q( 3- d ) or its square; the latter can happen only for d=19, 20, 28.
Note.
==
2+2 3- 19& 3- 192
3
is the fundamental unit in Q[ 3- 19]
=2=&8+3 3- 19 where (&8)3+19_33=1
==1+ 3- 20& 3- 50 is the fundamental unit in Q[ 3- 20]
=2=&19+7 3- 20 where (&19)3+20_73=1
==
&1& 3- 28+ 3- 98
3
is the fundamental unit in Q[ 3- 28]
=2=&3+ 3- 28 where (&3)3+28=1
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